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Prayerfully dedicated to the end that the Almighty
will blaze the thorns of our talents to illuminate the
pre-eminence of the One who wore the crown of
thorns in our stead,
Brenda Ledford , editor
M. Damien Howard and Ron Johnson, art editors and
rubber-stamp artists .

We owe a great deal to Sheryl Hendrickson for technical
assistance, to Dr. Nicholas Barker for critical assistance,
to Eileen Auel for her patient office services, to Louise
Johnson for her specialized art work, and to Kate Howard,
Nancy Harvey Lisa Melton and John Pummell for their
relentless moral support. We wish to thank them.

Louise Johnson crafted the following illustrations: Noose,
VW Beetle , Noah's Ark, Lion, Tree, Feathers, Bucket, Fuse.

In Loving Memory
Open drafty grave
Still and permanent broadly it lies
Only it warmly awaits, the victim , the corpse
The Rest seems to come, but at its will and not the
preys'
Fallen countenance, tears mildewed with pain awaiting
only emptiness
To no avail the pain clamours attempting to cease
Open Grave , come, the living corpse awaits you
singing deathly chants
Perplexing , long wait
No one announces love to the soul
Loving memories are not written
None have endured
Jacqueline Diaz

Psychopath
Soft plumpness; ivory white ,
Bejeweled with purple thumbprint bruises.
I long to taJce a knife and rip
Bright red and Burgundy on Pink
flesh , spread assunder
Astonishment reflected in now pale eyes

Sally Jones

Listen
Barge in bravely, you have business here .
Snatch up the bucket there near the door,
dash that flat gray water-hate against
cement like shattering tinted glass,
hatch last nasty. words that push pursed lips.
Loving, she buries the stones that plop
hard and heavy from his twisted mouth.
She tempts out lowly, lurking curses,
calls off yellow wolves' eyes. Black, dripping licks
rest defeated, anger spent, hurt heaved .
Lisa Melton

The moon runs beside me
The moon runs beside me
gliding along in the early sky.
And I slip along in the early darkness
tum my back to the past
and leave a silent trail of joy and sorrow
in the crystal clear morning of the sun.
Stephen Bigger

Snow seeps quietly white through the Universe.
Mortality cloaks my frail heart
And every blade of summer's green
Hanging early sunstreams in silence,
Dripping with prisms oflight:
Resolution convulsed as silver dawns my prayer.
A frenzied, ethereal dance is my prayer.
I tightrope along Orion's path through my Universe,
Stabbing at the pinpoints of light
Just beyond the grasp of my heart.
Small truths bombard my world into silence,
Whet my ancient nostalgia for the sphere of green.
A quiet rain ushers the night to green.
Nakedness is transformed by beauty, while my prayer
Leaves the turmoil of the past beyond recall , to silence.
Her dark skin, newly scrubbed by winter, the Universe,
Everywhere renewed, nourishes my hungry heart
By her pregnant array of gentle green light.
Crystallizations are fresh and unmuted in the light
Of undescribed ambrosial mornings of green
Luxury: proffering infmite promise to each heart:
Quickened , knee-weary and serene, through prayer.
Impalpable the rarefaction, as just a jot in God's Universe,
Man's lifelong dance is but a scintilla flaming to silence.
I am bound, as the Sphinx, to silence
Because , tacitly, I know, the Maker of this Universe
Has called my name, blazed it on the moonbeams' light.
My castle-building fantasies could not have grown this green,
But signposts, unembossed, mapped the road to prayer.
The hushed orchestra of Creation has stilled my heart.
Vision now sears my palpitating heart.
Multitudes should know the moment of my silence:
I am allured again to prayer.
Travail and agony bring the fragrant fruit of light
And promises as full as the spring of green,
Permeating, drop by tiny drop, my Universe.
I have been fed by light in the hollows of my heart.
Myriad moments of green and unabashed silence
Have transformed the Universe to joy, through prayer.

Brenda Ledford

Kent McKerihan

I

Tantalized
Like being locked from
A feast, where welcome guests eat
Oozing beef, melons,
Soft steaming honey-glazed rollsSo I watch you dine with him.
Bruce McRae

Outburst
Looking back
It was nothing.
It was many things.
An unconscious progression
Pinched murmurs
Half-grumbled curses
Soft silent eruptions
Festering remorseless
Unseen
Unheard
Undetectable fuse
Reaches explosion of oaths
Amplified echo
Of shattered porcelain.

M. Damien Howard

Introspection
Deeply descending
Sucked down
Dragged through muddy currents
in a cavern of unknown depth.
Intriguing world
laced with unending intricacies;
Masochistic curiosity
entices to explorationOnly to find
that long and deep probe
subtly consumes.

Sally Gwinner

Extreme Unction
Cheap and glorious
you sneak , an obscene deepness ,
friend and foe , sudden
to the small, the great , the rest.
Aren 't you ever satisfied?

Ron Johnson

Louise Jo~son

Brenda Ledford

Laughter rolls wavelike ,
Stops destiny at the beach
Of his waiting smile.

Brenda Ledford

To Alexandr Solzhenitsyn
poet soul
trapped within the barbed-wire of timetom, cut and bruised- somehow reaching outward
to life and the healer.
when faced with this same wire
- it cuts deep , some feel itothers remain unaware , insensitive to injury.
theirs is the worst- to bleed
and not know it is sure death .
however- knowing pain
it can be eased (others have borne worse)
for one bore all so that our wounds
may be wrapped with love
and healed with truth.

Ron Johnson
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Brenda Ledford

The Lord God is
the fountain of all joy .
We rush to this fountain to drink
And to slake the desperate thirst
Of our parched souls.
And once we have drunk
From this inexhaustible source
All other springs are but
Stagnant bitter pools.
We drink great draughts
Of this water of life
Till with reckless abandon
We plunge ourselves
Into the crystal clear
Depths of the fountain .
And you who still wander
Distraught in the wilderness
And frenetically pursuing
Each taunting mirage of the desertLift up your eyes
To the Lamb of God smitten
To the magnificent victim
Crying out God's forsaking.
And suddenly victim is
Triumphant victor.
And suddenly desert
Is Garden of Eden.
Ira David Halvorsen

You saved my neck.
It's that simple.
Gasping
Strangling
Sweat scared
A choke or two
From suffocation
Final.
And you stepped out
From behind the shroud.
Transparent
You materialized.
I didn't know
The halfofit.
All I knew
Was you .
From scratch
I began again.
A new name
New expression
New mind
A new naivete .
All is well
Like hell.
How in the world
Could I make you fit?
I couldn't
I can't
You do .
My peace screams
Profound
My comfort gnaws
A thousand stirrings
Objections
But
Only you
Have the words
Of
Life.

M. Damien Howard

Vengeance
The dark thought, the evil
Word - these are the all-too
Apparent passions of
My heart. I wonder how
Many people I've fooled
Into thinking me some
Kind of modern-day Bernard
Of Clairvaux? Or perhaps
A minor Martin Luther?
(I laugh to myself at the
Thought.) Me , a pillar saint,
Or prophet? I rail against
Everyone's sins but my
Own. I'm a good hypocriteI've had seven or eight
Years of practice. Don't point
Out the log in my eye;
I just might run you through
With the splinter I find in
Yours, and leave you, like Eliot's
Prufrock, "pinned and wriggling,"
Exposed to a wealth of epithets.

John Pummell

To Guy Helms
crumpled jeans- sort of blue
crumpled shirt- sort of white
crumpled car- sort of beetle black
inside beer bottles buglar butts
inside books and a book
inside crumpled pages worn
uncrumpling word s
iron hot and heavy
sparking conversations and thoughts
uncrumpled clear
to , for , and about the source of that forging fire
holy flame
the sparks fly in varied hues and shapes
from your quick eyes , laugh , smile
a lighter side to our faith
then , the sparks we started from
that heated our metal and pressed us,
the darker ones ,
the starting point theological confessional statement of faith
i am a sonovabitch too
and can only say with it "true!"
only then the flame can catch .
"I know that , too , but that's been uncrumpled now."
and i hear him as the sparks reach me and bum hot
with the intensity of temper
the words "I accept you"
when you say it, he says it too
and its glory flattens me
Ron Johnson

Unrhymed
Couples and pairs-the whole world comes in twos!
But I walk alone , always , watching them laugh ,
Like slow saxophone , wailing soft , smoky blues
That float off in black night- the sob of my lone path.
Sometimes I delight.in my free-flying soloNo one to constrain me , to measure my time;
But sharp shafts of envy stem my song's glad flow ;
I feel half a couplet, in search of sure rhyme .
Contentment? I crave it, but it swings away,
Leaving me in pursuit of elusive , bright peace;
A lone line I'll be if I must- yet each day
My desires for companion, defiant , increase .
Oh, a friend-just to share with, in deep thought to mingle ,
Someone who leans on me and welcomes my aid ,
Strong shoulders to cry on, and not sob in single
Self-pity , but touch friendship's warmth , unbetrayed.
But I know that the Father has shaped my path well
And formed every twist, turn it takes , every stone
That lies on it; for no human bond will I sell
My Lord's plan: that I'll follow, though follow alone.

Sandi Monroe

Meaningless pipes and steam
corrugated cement roofs
on tin walled buildings
Ancient brick tiles scream of a millenium
of torturous sound
unending and thunderous silence.
The wind drives a towmotor
up and down the asphalt alleyway
hard hats walk out singly and in pairs
precisely on cue--like a Hollywood movie
shrug the cold and silently move
to their destruction-destination.
This is the world of the chemical
even on a clear day
the steam will roll shadows
across shadows of pipelinesgreen suited men in safety glasses ...
"Safety is everyone's business"
says a sign as a worker
with two fingers and a thumb
limps off to answer some complaint
from the office
The glasses I am wearing are rubbing a sore
behind my ear
which will probably last a week
but stepping into another world
is almost worth the pain
glad there's no smell today.

Stephen Bigger
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Topeka
A broken white line disappears
Into darkness. Tires hum incessantly,
But it's the only music I
Can pick up way out here in the
Middle of Kansas. Far off in
The night, lightning sears its way
Through a thunderhead and lights up
The whole cloud like charged neurons
Inside a transluscent brain.(Too far
Away to hear the air's response
To all that power.) I run the
Needle across the dial again;
This time faint voices greet my search.
Half an hour later, ad. j.
Tells me it's "three-thirty this side
Of midnight in downtown Topeka."
Sounds like a cheerful place. Think I'll
Pull in there for a bit of coffee and some
Talk that's not so full of interference.

John Pummell

The West
In the car below the kitchen ,
Engine running, packing done ,
We our suitcases will pitch in,
Then drive toward the setting sun.
At fifty-five or seventy,
Or even at eleventy ,
We cross the Kansas plains ,
With windows shut at summer's heat ,
The cool air blowing on our feet,
And likewise when it rains .
Down into Carlsbad's cavern deep
And through Juarez' Mercado creep,
Then north to Santa Fe.
Of course at White Sands desert place
And Albuquerque's Spanish base
We stop along the way.
To Mesa Verde toward the west
And Arches at their very best ,
We drive to Dinosaurs.
Then up the Colorado stream,
Mt. Evans , heavens, like a dream,
We pass our happy hours.
A dream? A dream? Say it is not,
Or bury me and let me rot.
Anonymous Professor

Child
Small presence
Frequent tears .... Hush .
flow must I love you?
Completely ,
Obediently,
Creation of wonder ,
Grow strong .

Rebecca Emmons

Infatuation
Boiling turmoil and a glued eye ,
Slave-chained emotions,
Agonized avoidance quite contrary to desire ,
Carefully planned steps and deliberate seating ,
Prefabricated excuses for trivial conversation,
which , when attained ,
only tantalizes all the more ,
Despairing hopefulness ,
Like a prisoner pressing his cheeks
between the bars
of the visiting room window ,
Like a child trying to retrieve
a lost nickel
through an iron street-grating.

Bruce McRae

Bob Wright

Polluted .
Oh God
What have I done?
Hit the road .
Flee
The scene of the sin .
Fear insane .
Oh my God
Dread and regret.
Ruin ,

If I am found out .
Damnation ,

If death in ambush
Cuts off

My good intentions.

I am more afraid ,
Oh God ,
Of ruin.

M. Damien Howard

November Sky
November sky flings sharp, pale grey linesFrail fingers stripped, of bright, warm leaves shorn,
Denuded and bare against sober blue blanket,
For gone glory wailing , plundered , forlorn.
Wrinkled brown heaps crumple dryly at roots,
Crinkling and rustling , with witb'ring wind brushedWind , whirling wicked ' round weak, ravished trees,
Sighs , mocking their ruin so dismal , sob-hushed.
A few haughty frames yet cling to ragged remnants,
Strutting flame tatters as if in their prime?
Foolishly vain, soon to feel naked anguish:
Proud victims swift laid waste by treacherous time.
Taut , tense November, in Quaker frock trappedThy blue softness damned by stem greys, blacks, rough brownsHow thy righteous robe rips in disruptive wind
Lashing steel truth while thy ravaged face frowns.

Sandi Monroe

The straight grey trees
are lined in clwnps against
a sky of slate
like staid, suited men,
clumped in chatty knots,
discomfited by the repetition
of a colourless social game.

Brenda Ledford

Jah

Natty
Dread Jocks dreader
Than dread- Rastafarai.
"Overstand it man- Selassi
Reigneth ."

Akin Braithwaite

Cream-laced mountain peaksSlate-blue breakfast bowl's last milk
escapes sun's spoon-search

Lisa Melton

Kent McKerihan

Today they cut the tamarind tree.
It was tough, refused to die.
For days , eight men pulled saws ,
Sweated, grunted and cursed .
I wept this week , but
Believed , the while , my old , beloved friend
Would never yield to stealing blades.
Greedily, I gathered sour fruits like gems.
I was watching in the shade,
Puckered pleasure filling my mouth ,
When the gray coils and massive arms
Shook the earth , shattered my heart .

Brenda Ledford

Getting Out on the Wrong Side
I dreamt I was on a rock at
The bluffs when I rolled the wrong way
And fell into that wide expanse
Above the trees. It was a pleasant
Trip , given the circumstances,
And I settled back to enjoy
It. The air was fluid , and the
Trees shimmered in the warm sun . I
Wondered why I was getting no
Closer to the ground. A hawk screeched
Above me and I lay still ,
Pretending not to notice him , hoping
He'd find me a convenient place
To land. He perched on my right ankle
And dug in his talons; then I
Let out a screech . When I opened
My eyes, you were laughing at me .

John Pummell

M. Damien Howard

Everytime I Look Into Your Eyes
Everytime I look into your eyes
I slip into a tunnel
and gently slide inside,
silently splashing
into a lazy pool
of light blue water.

Gray Matthews

Future
Ambition
A world in metamorphosis ,
Straddling the threshold;
Reflections in the rear view mirror
retreating rapidly into the distance .
With tensed muscles
I pause at the starting lineAnticipation.
Searching the air for the shot of the gun
Eager , Anxious.
Afraid to hope for dreams to be realized
Yet enticed to expect unknown triumphs .
Before the plunge
the diver stands with toes curled over the edge
Like me,
on the brink.

Sally Gwinner

The River
Come take a trip with me on a
River on which I often sail.
My prow cuts the waves without rebuff
And steering is no travail.
I wave to those upon the shore,
They return pleasant smiles to me.
We all get along quite well, you know,
With never any adversity.
And the River glides on gently,
Smoothly flowing to the sea.
Speak acceptable words and never protest:
That's the key to getting along.
I know they'll mold you like Silly Putty
But how could they ever be wrong?
You'll be like your childhood Play-Doh lump
With your cliches, smiles, and short styled hair.
When they crank you through the Fun Factory
You '11 come out as a star or a square.
And the River glides on gently,
Smoothly flowing to the sea.
I had a friend who wasn't content;
The fool! He bucked the status quo.
His meddling push for radical change
Went against the River's ebb and flow.
He was like a woodsman, chopping the roots
Of a system that's tried and true.
But now he's washed silently along the
River's bed-a solemn warning for you.
And the River glides on gently,
Smoothly flowing to the sea.
So join the fleet right now, my friend,
It's safe! Your boat will seldom rock.
Join the endless train of travelers,
Leave your mind at the loading dock.
You'll not miss it, have no fear,
Your prow will slice the ripples easily,
On the River called Conformity.
And the River glides on gently,
Smoothly flowing to the sea.
Bruce McRae

Lines
He's that canary-eating cat
but these feathers are tired lines that he pulls
one by one
from his mouth .
Arranged in dripping deliberate displayeveryone else's induced regurgitationthey are limp and insincere strings
originally drooled into a quivering cleavage
on that exaggerated life's screen .
As they hang there ,
glistening and vertical,
my absent laughter lies
into the felid eyes.
Lisa Melton

The Bags of the June Equinox
Tiresome bags of deodorized bushes are grown in places
unsuspected of allotted poles and techniques , falling in an abyss
filled with nothing but troubled singers in brackish waters,
swimming with strokes unlike buttery tarts on holiday. After
departu re they write on green boards with steely edges of waterfilled packets, a form of graffiti that people on chairs cannot
possibly capt ure with nets or even pocket lighters. It 's just too
much of a calculated risk. There are thousands of blotted
sponges have traveled the side of the country , smelling birds
and parties of animals-like "objects-of-slapstick." Every manjack
plumbed the depths in a manner of thoughtful escapism; ropes
bricked made laddering possible only in loafers and sweatersnone go t out though, for flies had gladly deposited Cousins
of Suppertime , improving their hobbies of wrinkled skin hiding
in dark inky blotches . Gumshoes paraded the perimeter with
hard teeth and slippery foreheads dangling from pronged toothbrushes in contempt of scenes in pits or holes, born under flapping parts of beaming bags of deodorized and timeless bushes
during the June Equinox . In other words , our conversation could
have been thrown out of court for lack of evidence. We just
could not seem to get it going. I guess his not having ears on his
head played a big part . I left him in his pond and drove my
turtles home to baby.

Gray Matthews
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